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The Problem 
The contemporary human experience is unique. Yet currently, when we die there is still little more than 

shoeboxes containing weathered photos and old letters left behind. Our abandoned email accounts, social 

media profiles, and cloud data will atrophy and be removed—all the orphaned digital media that chronicled 

and defined our lives will be lost. 

The Solution 
MyLife will change that by providing an enduring internet platform that allows members to contribute their 

life narratives. The ideas, loves, beliefs, wisdom, and aspirations we save to MyLife will be preserved and 

readily available, so that our perspectives will remain salient and valued by our kin and all who follow. 

About MyLife 
Mission 
MyLife provides a secure, durable, enduring internet-based platform to allow members to collect, curate, 

and ultimately share their personal stories, precious memories, and life narratives. Through these authorized 

individual commemorations, MyLife grants each of us an immortal and vital legacy to be shared with all who 

follow. By providing an accessible digital library of members, MyLife fosters interconnection, understanding, 

tolerance, and societal growth. 

MyLife is how humans of the 21st Century will be remembered for posterity. 

Visionary Goals 

• Protect and preserve individual identity and culture by becoming a global public utility and the 

canonical source for a Digital Library of Humanity 

• Inspire introspection, empathy, and comprehension by fostering engagement and understanding 

between generations, cultures, societies, and individuals 

• Promote digital justice and equality by ensuring everyone has the same opportunity to be 

connected, heard, and remembered 

Principles and Values 

• Human interconnectedness creates beneficial knowledge and critical understanding 

• Data and digital dignity through consent-focused, equal access platforms and services 

• Transparency and authenticity in governance, design, and execution of our mission 

Links 

• Articles of Incorporation 

• Organizational PowerPoint 

 

https://1drv.ms/w/s!Asw9c7yc92_HhIUuC61RFD_wgMRYEg?e=AgHk9J
https://1drv.ms/p/s!Asw9c7yc92_HhJNYsd3wiSoOdpXJ9A?e=vsQccm
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